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Mr . Sharp, on Thursday we had a message from the President of
the United States concerning the state of the ~-Torld . One
thing I noticed in it was a remark that the President fel t
the need to reconcile within the Western alliance the tendency
towards autonomy and towards unity. "lhere does Canada stand
on this? Does it tend more towards autonomy within the alliance
or unity?

It's very difficult to answer this very precisely . In our
relations with the United States, for example, we ont for
autonomy in general . And we also believe that it is importan t
that there should not be confrontation between blocs, that the
'Iest should not deal as a bloc with the ,ast . that there should
be enough diversification and autonomy amongst the member s
of the alliances that we can deal with individual countries
on the other side of the Iron Curtain . 3o we place a good
deal of importance on autonomy . On the other hand, we
recognize that if we are going to pursue successfully a policy
of détente, that we have to act together . For example, in
relation to Germany . The Gerr:an Ostpolitik is very much in
our interest as Canadians, I believe, and therefore we want
to support the Germans, and therefore we must act together
with them and certainly not contrary to their desires at
the .moment .

Do you think the Ostpolitik of Chancellor Brandt is going in
the right direction as it -Is going now ?

Yes . I was at . the IiATO meeting after '.lilly Brandt became
the Chancellor, and there was a tremendous change . Up until
that time one had the impression that we i-rere going to follow
a nolicy of confrontation . ','hen "'illy Brandt became Chancellor
and he began to talk about having discussions with th e
Russians and the Poles and even with the German Democratic
Republic, one began to see the breaking of the old patterns
and some hope that the present impasse in Europe would not
continue indefinitely . So, we in Canada who had been advocating
a policy of détente for some time,found ourselves supported
very strongly and in a position in turn to support the Gerr.ians .

In studying the message of President Nixon, I seem to discover
a certain contradiction in that he also spoke favourably of
the Ostpolitik but at the same time seer:ed to be worrie d
that Chancellor Brandt would be forced by some domestic
political events to give away more than the alliance in the
'1est would like . Do you feel that that's a danger?

_
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I don't myself share these preoccuoations . It seems to me
that the German Government nolicv which Chancellor Brandt
has advocated is based firmÎy upon Germany being a member
of the Western alliance . You know, Chancellor Brandt has
said many times that he doesn't agree with the old German
policy of ascendency in Europe and so on, that he wants t o
be a member of a strong Western alliance and a Western community,
and that that is one very solid part of his policy . Th e
other is to use this base in order to try to promote better
relations with the East and particularly to breal : the old
patterns that seemed to result in an endless round of
hostility and confrontations .

'.•Jould you say that perhaps those contradictory things one
finds in the Nixon message indicate some kind of a concern
in Washington that the initiative in East-West relations
might be taken away from there and be taken up in Bonn ?

I didn't detect that . No, I read those sections of the
message that the President put forward, and he seemed to me
to welcome some independence and greater strength in Europe .

At the sarze t ime , though . . .

Yes, he was also a bit concerned that there might be some
leadership being given in Europe that might be contrary
to the interests of the United States .

Well, right . . .

That is natural enough . The leadership of the United States
in the world has been questioned, just as the leadership of
Germany in Europe was questioned at one time . And it is a
very nice balance that has to be struc :: . Hot,►ever, my reading
of recent events is that there is beginning to be a better
balance between Europe and America and . . .

But there are some people in Jlnerica, that is in 'Tashin ;ton,
who don't seem to like that very much .

'; ell , maybe there are, but we, as Canadians, rather lil ;e it .
After all, we had ourselves been advocating much the same
policy . We had said, the time had come for Europe to ta'-, e
a much larger share of the burden of defence in Europe, that
we still wanted to play a part, and it wasn't that we were
withdrawing but simply that there was reason for a reassessment
of the respective burdens . And this has been the same message
of President Nixon .

In this reUhuffling, let's say, of the alliance could you
say that Canada is tending riore towards Europe ?

Yes . It's very difficult to c'erine terras here . As far as
Canada is concerned we recognize that if we are not roin; t o
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be c?ominated by the United States culturallv, economically an d
so on, that we must encourage re_lat.ionshirs' ;•rith other countries .
And Europe is an obvious area . Europe itself is uniting., is
becoming stronger, we have opportunities ror trade . our Denple
come in general from Europe, there~s an opportunity for exchange
of culture, information, and so on . So that we loo'_: upo n
our contacts 7•rith Europe as a .^leans of counterbalancing the
United States . On the other :and, when it comes to the
defence of Europe, we also believe that it is right that
there should be a reassessment of the respective burden s
and that Canada should be able to transfer more of its effort
over to the North American wing of the North Atlantic Alliance,
rather than on the spot in Europe, although our presenc e
there is very important, as you ] :no,,a . The fact that we
decided to stay in Europe was far more important than the
number of troops .

Yet, in talking to some of your counterparts in the NATO
Alliance in Europe, I gained the impression that at one time,
perhaps a year and a half ago, the feeling ti•ras going around
that Canada was pulling out .

Yes, well I thin]: that has now been corrected . You know, this
Governr..ent decided they were going to have a fundamental look
at Canadian foreign policy and defence policy . And that we
undertook . Very few countries are prepared to say : "Her e
is our defence and foreign policy, what do you thin] : about it?"
And we started and we looked at every aspect of it .We said :
"Could we be neutral? Could we be non-aligned? Could w e
get along just with an alliance t•rith the United States?
Could we get along if we were in the alliance vrithout any
troops in being in Europe?" And we rejected all of those .
And we came out in favour of continuing in an alliance with
the United States in NATO and with troops, although a sr":aller
number, in Lurope . Ilot-r, having done that, we were a much
more loyal and dependable member of the alliance than if all
these questions were continuing to be raised .

After this reappraisal of Canadian foreign policy--if I asked
vou to surs.zarize your actual position after the reappraisal,
ho,.r ,-rould you put it ?

I thin'.; that the big change that has tal :en place is in ho;,r
we look at our foreign policy . I'm conscious of the fact
that before the review had been made many Canadians were
sayinE- : ":1ell, what is Canada f s role in the world?" As
a result of the foreign policy review and of the various
assessments that have been made subsequently, people are now
saying : "I?o, how do we best promote Canadian interests in
the ^rorld?" If in the course of that we have a role to play,
that's incidental . It isn't the purpose of our foreign policy
to be the lin1- between Europe and America or the conciliator
or the compromiser or the fixer . . . .

_
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It is not . . . ?

It isntt . No . Itight . Our purpose, as is the purpose of
the'United States, of France, of Britain, of Germany, of
any other country you can think of, to promote the national
objectives of Canadians . That isn't a selfish policy .
That just is what it is . Those national objectives Mibht be
very magnanimous such as more aid to developing countries,
but that is a national objective . ~%Tetre not in that in order
to be good fellows in the world, we're in that to promote
what we consider to be one of the objectives that Canadians
share .

Now this involves a continued membership in T1AT0, though at
a reduced level?

That's right .

Does this also mean that Canada will make some kind of an
effort of an association or affiliation with the European
Comm, on Market ?

I don't think that we will apply, for example, for associate
membership as some countries have . One of the reasons for
this is that we are very concerned about this -Frowth of
another preferential area around Europe . °!etre not so
much concerned about the fact that Britain and Pdort•ray and
Denmark and Ireland join the Common Ilarket as full members .
'1e are concerned that there are a number of other countries
that haven't taken on all the obligations of membership that
are going to be associated in a preferential arrangement,
not only neutral countries in Europe but countries along
the Ilediterranean and so on . And what we see emerging
is a preferential area that will appear to be directed
against the rest of the world, and in particular against
the United States and ourselves .

So here our interests run rather parallel with the United
States? On this particular question .

They do . On that particular question alnost exactly parallel .

Does that na : :e . . . ?

°1e11 perhaps I ought to go on and sa~: , ho~:rever, what we have
been saying to both the Europeans and to the Anericans is :
for goodness sakes, don't get into a trade war . Eecause the
Americans don't li' :e the preferential areas and the 73uropeans
say, well the Americans are roin,-, isolationist, or are -,oinZ
protectionist . "e say, you know, there are too nanv cor,mon
interests at stake here, in th,, I:orth Atlantic world , to
allow that sort of a trade confrontation . It would be very
sterile and very destructive . So that before that begins ,
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for goodness'sakes get together and let's have a talk .
So,I've been . . .passing on this message wherever I can .

Is there a danger that Canada will get caught in a squeeze?

It could be, and that's one of the reasons --in order to
illustrate my point, the reason that we are ta'_ :ing an acl,ive
role in promoting good trade relations between Europe and
America and, trying to avoid a trade war is not only'because
thatts good for the world, but. it's because Canadians hav e
a very special interest in it, since we -would be the country
most li':ely to Zet caught in the squeeze .

How about a better understandino between Canada anc'. ,astern
Europe--the Soviet Union, on that same basis of better trade
and better relations ?

Yes, this is proceeding apace . The trade with Eastern
Eur.ope is building up . '.,Te now have trade agreements with
practically al the Eastern European countries . I thin'.c our
trade is probably developing most quickly with Yugoslavia,
which is an interesting case because thatts a country that
is non-aligned but is a Communist country of a particular
kind . The Prime Minister is going to the Soviet Union--the
first time that a Prime I+inister has gone to the Soviet Union
from Canada . I was in Yugoslavia and Ror:ania--r,iade the first
trip as a Canadian Foreign 1-Iinister to Romania . `•le tre building
up our trade with Poland and Czechoslovakia . These relations
would have developed, of course, much more rapidly if it
hadnft been for the Soviet invasion of Czechoslova ::ia .

Right .

Along with the Poles and others .

I1e tve lost the chance of selling the Romanians an atomic
reactor, haven't we ?

Itm not sure . They have postponed the decision .

One had the feeling there that perhaps the Soviets had
applied some pressure .

Maybe . I-larbe, butthe Romaniar.s have said, well, this is
just a postponement, and we're still hopinE; that we can .

T1r . Sharp, why do we not have Embassies in Bulgaria and
Romania, although these two countries have representations
in Ottawa?

'Iell, I've been fighting for a little more money for my
Department . And we have gone through a period of very
serious curtailment of Government expenditures, and since
the Department of w:ternal Affairs coulc.n l t escape, and
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most of our expencitures are on personnel, we had to close
some offices . "'Te lre gradually, however, be;ir.ning to nove
out again. '.,Tetve established, of course, an Embassy i n
Peking, and I expect there'll be one or two earli

,
► announcements .

We have to have a strict order of priority, however . We
don Tt want to open offices everywhere just for the form,
but I expect that, within the next few years, we ti1rill have
to extend our representation in Eastern Europe, and should .

You mentioned establishing an Embassy in China . Nocr, does
that generally . . .can that be interpreted as an increasing
interest in the Far East ?

Yes it does . It represents,of course,first of all, a
diplomatic initiative on Canada's part . `Te believed that it
is not in the interests of the world to isolate Peking . Now
I know, and most people kno'Vr, that Peking to some extent
has isolated itself, but when we saw an opportunity of MovinE,
to establish relations and to help them get into the United
Ilations, we felt we should . It is part of our policy to
recognize governments not on the basis of whether we agree
with their policies, but on the basis of whether they ar e
the government of the area, and there could be no question
about it that Peking had a greater claim to be the governnent
of China than did the government at Taiwan . So, this wa s
the first reason . The second reason was our growing interest
in the Pacific . You know, Japan is now our third trading
partner, and we lre having closer and closer relations with
Southeast Asia and South Asia, but the big Can in betwee n
was China :.rhere we i•rere . . .s•rhere we recognized a government
that didn't exercise sovereiEnty over many of the Chinese
people .

Southeast Asia . 'Thatts your reaction to the developments
in this area, particularly as the T:inister responsible for
a Department that is involved in this area in the International
Control Commission? "That do you think of Laos for instance ?

As a member of the International Control Commission, we have
been trying for some months to get the commission to investizate
the complaints that had been made by the Royal Laotian Govern^ent
about invasion of Laos . And ti•relve been completely unsuccessful .

As a result of the refusal of the Polish and Indian governments
to do anything or . . . "

Yes, ye3 they would . Yes, they refused to take any action
at all . "Then the South Vietnamese invaded Laos we raisec'
the question again, and we said, well now let 's investigate
all these complaints, and t-re ~re tal':ing with the Indians
and the Poles , and I can't be very optiriist: ic about it,
ho-;;ever . :;evertheless, I believe it is necessary to proceed
with this initiative because if we cannot carry out this
mandate, which is to observe the breaches of the ceasefire ,
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then i.ahat is it all about? i :oreovcr, ho-..r seriously can you

tal:e the efforts that are bein,-- made to try to protect the
sovereignty of Laos and Canbodia? So, ~-rhile as I say . we

haven't had very much success so far, we are persistino .
And parallel with this are, of course, the other ideas of
trying to get the Geneva po~rers to -meet a,ain . and Cenerally

vre tre in favour of that, but as a member of the I . C . C . we

sa-y we have a primary responsibility . and that is to se e

if we can't ,,-et the fa cts .

Can the Government of Canada brin; any pressure to bear
on ''!ashington not to extend the war in Indochina ?

I don't thinl: any more pressure than anyone else .''ie
have said publicly, and we've expressed the same views to
the Government of the United States, that every effort
should be made to end the 1•rar in Indochina, and I must say
that since President Nixon too' : office there has been a
very substantial reduction in the American involvement, and
if there is any justification for the invasion of Cambodia
and Laos, not by the Americans in the case of Laos, but by
the South Vietnamese, it is that itts a protection to the
flan': of the Americans as they are -withdrawinZ;, because I tn
satisfied that President Nixon does vrant to get the Americans
out of Viet Man if he possibly can .

But the invasion of Laos as such cannot be approved of,I

dontt think. Do you feel that ?

1,11o . No, I don't think that the invasion of Laos by the
North Vietnamese or the South Vietnamese can be . It seems
to ne that the situation there is not improvinS in the whol e

of Indochina. All that is inproving is the American participation
which is being reduced, and that is an improvement. But that

area will have to decide its olrn future, and providing it
is left to decide its o,;m future, then I don't t} :in'.; that we
can complain or that we should try to intervene . If outside

powers intervene, that is a different matter .

In the ' :iddle 'East, IIr . Sharp, thin~s are aFai n at the point

where an e::plosion might start any time . If it -s to be

prevented and if there's to be any ] :ind of United Nations

action there would Canada be ;rillins to participate in the

United Nations force in the I :iddle E.ast ?

Yes in principle we t~rould . ''.e are convinced, :ao~~rever,

aftér our e:.perience in the iaddle East and in Indochina,
and in Cyprus and so on, that it is most important that the
terr.is of reference of any peacel :eepinS force be very clearly

stated . Otherrrise, the peace? :eeping force cannot fulfi l

its purpose or it becomes not a contribution to peace but
potentially a detriment . That is, it nay result in unnecessary
delays in the reaching of a settlement, or on the other hand,

:
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its prèsence, being uncertain, results in increased uncertainty
about the prospects for peace or of a truce . So we believe ,

in the interests of the world,not only in our own interests,
that the next time that any peacekeeping forces are established,
the rules of the game should be very clearly stated in advance--
lrnow exactly what we're to do, how long, under what circumstances
we can withdraw, and that that is agreed to by both sides . not.

just by one side .

If the terms of reference are clear, Canada would participate?

Yes, we would . Yes, welve made this quite clear . And the

same is true in Indochina . We would again, providing we

didntt have to go through this farce .

It was a farce ?

Oh yes, I think it was .

You're going to Africa at the end of this week . What is
the purpose?

This is the first visit of a Secretary of State for External
Affairs for Canada to any part of Africa . This is in response
to invitations from the countries that I'm visiting and in
return for visits from their t?inisters and Heads of State, in
some cases . I'm visiting both Eastern Africa and Western
Africa . I hope to go to Côte d'Ivoire, Congo (Kinshasa),
'Nigeria, Tanzania, and Zambia . We have, as you know, been
stepping up our aid in Africa quite substantially . Not only
in the Commonwealth Countries of Africa--the former British
colonies--but also in Francophone Africa where our project s
and so on are comparable in irrDortance with those in English-
speakint, Africa . So, this is an opportunity to show our
interest in these countries, to observe first-hand what we're
doing, and to make personal contact with some of their leadinS
people .

Is this part of the foreign policy of self-interest that
Canada has . . . ?

Yes, this is a very interesting aspect of it . People say :
Why Francophone Africa? '7hy this increased interest?
'*Tell, itts obviously because there is a very substantia l
part of the Canadian people who can associate themselves with
Francophone Africa more readily than they can with Anglophone
Africa . So this gives a point of contact . . It makes foreign
policy much more real to French-speaking Canadians than i f
we don't have those contacts, and welve joined this Francophone
Agence de coopération and so on . And this shows the very

close relationship between dorestic policy, which is directed
to the creation of a genuine17 bilingual country where
Rnglish-and-French-sneaking people co-operate within a

:
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single state, and the relation between that and the fact
that our foreign policy and all its projections must also
reflect our interest in French-speaking as well as English-
speaking countries .

711il1 you be talking to the people of the countries that
you visit about the British arms sales to South Africa ?

Oh, inevitably. I'm sure that it will be probably the first
point of discussion with their Foreign Aiinisters and other
officials .

Do you think the Commonwealth Committee will continue to
operate ?

I can't be very optimistic at the present time . The other
day when Nigeria indicated that it didn't intend to be there,
I said that we were not withdrawing, but the canvass that
has been made of the other countries doesn't indicate very
much enthusiasm for going ahead . As yet we haven't abandoned
hope, but I can't be very optimistic at the present time .
I think this is a great pity because this cormittee might
have been able to look not just at that particular question
of arms sales by Britain or any other country--other countries
are supplying arms too--but, not only at that question ,
but what happens in Southern Africa . You know, after all,
suppose the British don't send any arms to South Africa .
The problem is still there .

Right .

And as our Prime Minister said one day in Singapore, surely
it's in everyone's interest to avoid creating another Viet
Nam in Southern Africa . Now this is a common interest we

all have, as Commonwealth countries . We're a microcosm of

the world, and the great advantage of the Commonwealth is that

we can sit dovm and talk one to another without having our

speeches reproduced . You know, this is what it's all about,
and if we can't deal with those issues, the Commonwealth

doesn't have the kind of meaning that we think it should have .

So this committee could have, we believe, and perhaps still

can perform some function, but the problem is still there .

And it won't go away?

It won't go away . And therefore if we can't sit down and

talk rationally about that problem, then we're, you know,

werre missing a great opportunity .

By and large, Mr . Sharp, do you think that Canada's role in

international affairs will increase or remain the same ?
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Increase, inevitably, as the rrorld grows smaller, and as
our trade, and our tourism, and our cultural contacts increase .
I think that even though we're not relatively as important
as we were at the end of the Second `Jorld tiare when we
emerged as one of the countries that was relatively unscathed,
t.rhile our European allies were destroyed and JaDan was
destroyed, and so on, «e *re now absolutely very r :uch more
important than we were then, and we have many, many more
contacts . So I think that foreign policy is going t o
become an even more active interest for Canadians than ever
before .

President Nixon's message goes through just, about the whole
world, or all the crisis points anytvay, but it doesn't include
Canada . How do you feel about that ?

Oh, I thin?: rather relieved . It means theyt re not tryin g
to push us about . We're being left to r.~.al.é our oim decisions,
and they're not apparently concerned to push us in any
direction or another . I'm not really too concerned about the
fact that he doesn't consider us so rrorrvsome as to have to
mal:e reference to 'us . On the :•rhole I believe that we do
better in the development of our policy when we can t•rorh
independently of the United States and not under some sor t
of general policy that the Americans think is suitable to
us . So our ti,rhole . . . I rather like it, except for one thing,
and that is that in trade the Americans understand the
importance of Canada, and in the sections dealing with trade,
then we get a very prominent part . But in the political
issues, t•refre apparently not, of course, a source of great
concern to them . On the other hand, they don't seem to feel
it necessary to lay dox~m any general directions for the
pursuit of our policy .

This is not to be read as an indication that they think that
we're the next . . .the 51st state ?

t?o, I don't think so . No, I never interoret it this ~ray .
I believe that, you know, after all our nolicy has been
very independent of the United States recentl7 ► . The f'act
that they haven't made any mention of the fact that we have
recognized China can be read either one of two ways . Either
that they weren't too much concerned about it, or alternatively .
well, that ts the Canadians t .policy and that's up to them to
defend, not for us to say anything about .

So ;*ou feel there's a certain respect in '.''ashington for
Ottawa and its ways ?

Ch . I think so . A growing respect . Our relations with the
Americans, I think., are on a ver,,,- sound footing no-or . `1e are
recognized as being people who speak our mind when it' s
necessary but not people that go around berating the Americans

r
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on every occasion., but people who have their orm independent
point of view, reasonable but firm people who don't li',,e
being pushed about . So that t s the way I li' :ia it .

Fine . ThanL you .

I


